256 THE AGE OF THE GREAT DEPRESSION
of Walter D. Edmonds and Kenneth Roberts, the American
historical romance marched on to further popularity with the
former's Drams along the Mohawk (1936) and Chad
Hanna (1940) and the latter's Northwest Passage (1937)
and Oliver Wiswell (1940).
Poetry, more than ever before, forsook her ivory tower for
the pageant of national history, the forum and even the soap-
box. In 1929, for the first time since Longfellow, a long
narrative in verse thrust its way among the best sellers with
Stephen Vincent Benet's exciting Civil War epic, John
Brown's Body; seven years later, in "Litany for Dictator-
ships/* this poet voiced his countrymen's revulsion against
the sadists engaged in torturing the free spirit and snuffing
out the divine spark in peoples. Edna St. Vincent Millay,
once the laureate of flaming youth, turned from the pure
poetic contemplation of fatal Interview (1931) to earnest
talk of social and political issues in Conversation at Midnight
(1937). Archibald MacLeish, no longer musing that "it is a
strange thing to be an American/' began to write verse plays
and radio dramas like Panic (1935), about the Wall Street
crash and a march of the jobless, and The Fall of the City
(1937), showing how some dictator schooled in the strategy
of terror might seize a metropolis without firing a shot. Carl
Sandburg, into whose paean for the nation's virility a note
of uncertainty had crept in Goocf Morning, America (1928),
responded to New Deal idealism with The People, Yes
(1936), avowing that while "the tycoons, big shots and dic-
tators" loom momentarily against the sky, the people,
though often baffled and cheated, remain always the earth's
builders and the final source of wisdom. And from Iowa's
cornlands young Paul Engle added his testimony in American
Song (1934).*
* To be sure, a few dissenters continued in evidence, notably Robinson Jef-
fers, self-styled recorder of social decay and mordant skeptic of all economic
planning; T. S. Eliot, English expatriate of long standing, who continued
to find solace in Anglo-Catholic mysticism; and Ezra Pound, another in-

